myhosting.com Updates Debian and CentOS Linux VPS Offering,
Launches Ubuntu VPS
myhosting.com, a leading provider of Linux VPS Hosting and Windows Hyper-V VPS Hosting, Shared
Hosting and Hosted Exchange Email services has announced improvements to its existing Linux VPS
product line to offer CentOS 6 and Debian 6 to customers, as well as the launch of Ubuntu 12 based VPS
Hosting plans.
Toronto, ON – July 30, 2012: myhosting.com has re-launched its Virtuozzo based VPS plans to include
updated versions of both CentOS and Debian Linux. Included in the update are all package offerings
including the LAMP Developer and Linux Reseller product lines. Plesk Panel and cPanel based VPS
offerings have also been updated.
In addition to these enhancements for existing service plans, myhosting.com has also launched new a
new Ubuntu 12.04 LTS offering, adding Ubuntu VPS to its array of Linux and Windows based Virtual
Private Server solutions. Despite being based on Debian, Ubuntu 12.04 LTS offers the advantage of an
extended 5 year support cycle, guaranteeing patches and updates well into 2017.
"I'm pleased that we have been able to enhance our portfolio of Linux VPS Hosting solutions," exclaimed
Jeremy Adams, Product Manager at SoftCom Inc. "Our launch of CentOS 6 and Debian 6 gives our
customers access to the latest and greatest Linux-based hosting solutions on the market. And we're
expecting that our new Ubuntu VPS solution will result in some good traction, based on Ubuntu's
popularity as a desktop Operating System."
For more information on myhosting.com Linux VPS solutions, please visit http://myhosting.com/virtualserver-hosting/custom-vps.aspx
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